ABSTRACT

This research entitled Hedges used in Buzzfeed.com gossip ‘Kesha VS Dr. Luke’. This thesis has two objectives study. The first objective study is to find the taxonomy hedges used in Buzzfeed.com gossip ‘Kesha VS Dr. Luke’. The second is for finding the reasons of using hedges in Buzzfeed.com gossip ‘Kesha VS Dr. Luke’. This research used a qualitative research design. It explains about the types of hedges in Buzzfeed.com gossip ‘Kesha VS Dr. Luke’. The analysis unit of this research are sentences in Buzzfeed.com gossip ‘Kesha VS Dr. Luke’. The finding describes that the highest number of hedges used in Buzzfeed.com gossip ‘Kesha VS Dr. Luke’ is modal verbs hedges, with 25 hedges sentences from 55 hedges sentences found from those gossip articles. As the highest hedges used in the data of this research, the modal verbs hedge can politely deliver the main idea of those gossip articles with some possibilities and abilities sentences. Then the modal verbs hedge make the data of this research is not to forceful to discuss. Beside became the highest number of hedges used found, the modal verbs hedges also represented that the Buzzfeed.com gossip ‘Kesha VS Dr. Luke’ contained with four reasons of using hedges. The modal verbs hedge is minimizing the ‘threat-to-face’ with not to forceful in delivering the gossip idea. Then the modal verbs hedge make the research data have polite and negative strategies with used modal verb hedge in it. Meanwhile, the modal verbs hedge also make those gossip articles more precise in reporting the case of ‘Kesha VS Dr. Luke’ with some believable informations from other parties. It can be concluded those gossip articles are already conform to established writing style with used three of four reasons of using hedges before.
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